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Abstract' Physical layer security has become the comerstone of the rvireless cornmunication system. Keygeneration by channel estitnation enables legitimate users to gelierate keys in a decentralised manner than
sharing secr-et information in open wireless mediums. In this paper we propose secrecy evaluation ofsymmetric keys which are, generated by channel metrics estimated over the Rayleigh iading ohannel,
encrypted and transmitted over a fading channel in the presence ofan eavesdropper. The results are obtainedin terms ofsecrecy capacity.and outage probability foivarious key sizes, different position ofeavesdroppers
from the source' It is seen that as key size increases and distance of eavesdropper increases from the source
the secrecy capacity increases. Also the perfonnance of keys derrived from various channel metrics such ascomplex channel path gains, EVM rms and complex phase difference are discussed in this paper.

Keywords: Physical layer security, key generation, one time pad encryption, clrannel metrics, secrecy
capacity, quantisation, outage probability.

I Introduction

-physical layer security has become the cornerstone of the communication system as loss of physical layersecurity results in the total exposure while other layer results without the catastrophic effect. Hence it hasbecome a prime research area of the recent times. In ihe information theoretic approaclr, many works are beingcarried on implementing cryptographic algorithms at physicai layer level Il]. symmetric key encryption hasbecome athactive due to its simplicity in implementation particularly in ,"rt,-irt"j"nrironment where memory,processing capacity, power is a constraint, However strong the encryption algorithm might be but if the key iscompromised while sharing it, results in data exposure. Hance, now a days there is a shift in the paradigm fromdeveloping computationally more complex encryption algorithm to secuiely generating and sharing symmetrickey algorithms' similarly however strong the key might b'e it is always prone to malicious atacks as it is sharedover a corlmon wireless channel which are open medium and easily accessible [2].

Hence decentralisation of key generation is the solution for this problem. The reciprocity property of the channel'.- between the two legitimate users and its decorrelation in space, makes it secure with respect to possible
illegitimate u^ser1, 

ls used [8]. The physical layer security is predorninantly focused in random time varying
component of wireless channel. The physical layer measurements are the typical source of infor.mation for twolegitimate users and therefore can be processed in order to obtain common uitr. t<"y generation chain consists ofchannel probing, randofirness extraction, quantization, information reconciliation unJ p.i.racy arnplification [6].using simple data acquisition process we can probe the channel and get time varying randour metrics such asRSSI,CIR, complex channel gains, complex phase difference, EVM rms and so on. euantization is done on theabsolute scales and convert it in processable binary bit sequences[8],[9],[13]. Infolnation reconciliation isessential-as imperfect reciprocity and random noise results in *ir*urct"of uitr, reconciliation conects anddeletes thesertising minimum channel data. Privacy amplification is done to select number of secret bits to avoidillegitimate user to deduce the secret bit sequence.

In this paper we focus on the first part of the key generation chain that is channel probing, quantization as we
generato a random symmetric key from channel metrics, encrypt, pass it to a fading channel and measure its
secrecy capacity and outage probability' Here we have used one tirne pad encryptioi scheme as it is proven to
achieve Shannon perfect secrecy [13]. Also it is the simplest algoritirm rvhich consumes less memory, less
computation, perfect for restricted environments Fl]. But requires key to be of the same size of the input.
Hence we also examine secrecy capacity of the generated symmetric keys from the channel metrics over
different key sizes over practical Rayleigh fading.



The rest of the paper is-organised this way. Key Generation Phase, channel Threat Model, proposed SystemModel, simulation Results and Analysis, conclusion and F*ture woik.

2 Key Generation phase

we have implemented simple data acquisition of Rayleigh channel metrics in Sirnulink model. we have passed
3 1e{e1en9e binary data from a discrete memory-less-Bernouli generator into a l6-eAM modulator andRayleigh channel and acquired three metrics simultaneousty in orier to compare the results , the acquiredrandom complex data is further processed for quantisation in order to obtain sequence of bi,ary bits of samesize of input data as one time padencryption schime requirement.
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Fig. l. Key generation from channel metrics.

Fig' I' shows the simulink model of theproposed key generatiorr scherne, gain poft of the Rayleigh channelblock outputs the complex path gain for iach path, 
-co-pte* 

phase difference block ourputs the phasedifference between the two complef input signals.This we have measured before and after passilg values to thechannel' Its range is -pi to pi. EVM nns estimates the RMS Error vector Magnitude (EVM) between twosignals; one is reference signal and a comtpted received signa orttre input frame. Fo*", uulu* ur. expressed inWafts with respect to I ohm.
obtained complex values is quantised on absolute scales and processed to get binary output form. Thisgenerated binary bit sequence whose length is equal to the input daia of the .r.rSto. is taken as the inp,t to thefor OTP encryption as cryptographic symmetric icey.
The simulated output is saved in the workspace of the MATLAB which is considered during the execution ofthe encryption and channel secrecy estirnation.

3 Channel Threat Model

Fig' 2 depicts the two hdp decode and forward wyner's wiretap channel model where the information fromsource to destination reaches in two hops via legitimate relay. Eavesdropper is assumed to be located at a
distance d-se from the source. Two legitimate nodes have been assumed to establish a secure link by one time

'pad encryption [9].The secrecy conditions are measured at one stop relay node which is locatecl at a distancerl sr' source is assumed- to generate output which is the encrypted outpui of key generated by channel metrics
.and input data source.The two hop channel is assumed to bi-a fading wireless ctrannel where each node has
decode and fonvard capability. The eavesdropper channel is assumed tJbe degraded uy a factor a.
Using this Wyner's wiretap channel modei we try to evaluate the secrecy capaciiy by fixing the distance
between legitimate relay node, d-sr, as 500m and varying the distance between tie eavesdripper and the
soluce, d-se , 50m, 500, and 1000m respectively. The secrecy capacity is further calculated fronr,tire received
SNR at relay and eavesdropper
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Fig. 2. Two hop DF Wyner's Wiretap Channel Threat Model

4 Proposed System Model

An input data is generated from an random generator, the key generation model is stimulated and three keys are
obatained (derived from Cornplex path gain(gain), complex phase difference (phase difference) and EVM
rms(evmRms)).The data with key (Anyone key) is encrypted. A fading legitimate channel with path loss
coefficient alpha:3.S,Secrecy Rate Rs:0. I , noise variance -60dBm over various global transmit powers ranging
from -5dBm to 35dBm is stirnulated and SNR_SR at first hop relay at a distance of d sr from the source is
measured . We have assumed it to be 500m. Similarly a fading eavesdropper channel with path loss coefficient
alpha=3.5, Secrecy Rate Rs:0. 1, noise variance -60dBm over various global transmit powers ranging from -
5dBm to 35dBm is stimulated and SNR_SE at first hop relay at a distance of d_se from the source is measured.
We have obtained for 50m,500m,1000m and estimated total received at eavesdroppers ,SNR_E_linear. The
secrecy capacity of two hop DF relying system is estimated using the formula [5]

P(Cs):( I /2 ) 
*log2 (( I +SNR_,SRy( I +SNR _E _li n e ar\). ( I )

The outage probability is estimated usirrg the formula [3]

P(outage):{l-(.S}/R_SR(SNR_SR+(2^R.r)*(.!NR_Sfl))*exp(-((2^R.r)- t ySNn_SR)). (2)

The graphP(Cs)Vs Global transmit power in dBm is plotted.Also the graph P(Outage)Vs Global transmit power
in dBm is plotted.The above steps, for various key sizes(64,128,256,1000), channel metrics (gain, phase
difference, evmRms), d_se (50m,500m, 1 000rn), are repeated .

Here we have to remind that both sides of communication link are nrnning algorithrn at the sarne time but
independently, we believe on the channel coherence time to slower transmission time to ensure both ends
observe the same fading effects [10].
Secrecy capacity is defined as the maximum transmission rate from the soqrce to the destination where the
malicious eavesdropper is not able to access the infonnation [2].According to the information theory to achieve
this, the mutual information must satisfy the condition llx:y)>Ilx:z) where .r:input, ,):legitimate output,
z:output at the eavesdropper.
Secrecy capacity(Cs)is the difference of capacity through the legitirnate link(Cr) and eavesdropper link(Ce),
which implies that the system is secure if the values of Cs are positive.[5]

cs is a random variable as it is a function 
"rrrr?;i?;r?Ji[1]", .Therefore we study outase probabitity [14].

It,isthe"probability that the instantaneous secrecy capacity is less than a target secrecy rate Rs>0. Source
assumeiithat eavesdroppers capacity Ce'=Cr-Rs. As long as the seorecy rate Rs< Cs the Eavesdropper channel
capacity Ce will be worse than'source estimate Ce' that is Ce<Ce '. So the wiretap cocles used by the source will
gnsure perfect secrecy. Else if Rs>Cs then Ce>Ce'and information theoretic security is compromisecl.

When SNR_SrR>>,SNR_SE; outage probability is :(l-exp(-((2^rts)-l)/.lNR_Sfi))). (4)

While SNft_SE>>,SNR_SR; outage probability approaches unity [3, t5].
In our proposed model we try to analyse the effect of key size and complexity on the secrecy of the channel.
whether we are able to achieve secure transmission still with the trade off of key size and complexity. Also we
try to analyse the effect ofposition ofeavesdropper, in this situation. on the secrecy capacity ofthe channel.
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F'ig. 3. Flow chart ofthe proposed system model 
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Stimulation Results And Analysis

stimulation Results for Secrecy capacity versus Gtobal rransmit power
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Fig.4. shows the simulation results of the secrecy capacity versus global transmit power(dBm) taking evmRms

as input for key. Also each graph contains four plotting with respect to different key sizes 64bits, 128bits,

256bits, l000bits. Graph (a) shows that secrecy capacity is negative irespective of power level hence secrecy is

lost. Graph (b) and (c) graph shows that as the eavesdropper moves away and number of bits increases the

secrecy capacity increases.

(a) G) (c)

Fig. 5, Cs vs Global transmit power(dBm) wlrile channel gain taken as input for key. The graphs a,b,c,shows the variation

of C.s with respect distance liour source to the eavesdropper at 50rn,500m and I 000rn respectively.

Fig.5. shows the simulation results of the secrecy capacity versus global transmit power(dBm) taking the

ro*pt.^ channel path gains as input for key. Also each graph contains four plotting with respect to different key

sizej 64bits, l28bits,256bits, l000bits. Graph (a) shows that secrecy capacity is negative irrespective o1'power

level hence secrecy is lost. Craph (b) and (c) shows that as the eavesdropper moves away and number of bits

increases the secrecy capacity increases.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6. Cs vs Global transmit power(dBm) while complex phase difference taken as input for key. The graphs a,b,c,shows

the variation ofCs with respect distance fiom source to the eavesdropper at 50m,500m and 1000m respectively .

Fig.6. shows the simulation results of the secrecy capacity versus global transmit power(dBm) taking the

complex phase difference as input for key. AIso each graph contains four plotting with respect to different key

sizes 64bits, l28bits, 256bits, 1000bits. Craph(a) shows that secrecy capacity is negative irrespective of power

level hence secrecy is lost. Graph (b) and (c) shows that as the eavesdropper moves away and nun:ber of bits

increases the secrecy capacity increases.

Analysis for effect of channel metrics on secrecy capacity

As key'fize increases the secrecy capacity is becoming more positive. At lower transmit powers,secrecy

capacity increase above Rs whEn channel gain is taken as input for key. Similarly at higher transmit powers gain

and phase difference as the input for key achieves high Cs values.
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Fig'9' shows the simulation results of the outage probability versus-global transmit power(dBm) taking thecomplex phase difference as input for key. etso eacrr g.upt', *ntuins four ptotting with respect to different keysizes 64bits, l28bits, 256bits, I000bits. Giaph (a) sho*i tt ut outage p.ouabitity is unity as rheoritical values butdips at higher power level and large key sizes . Graph (b) and (.)'rhi*, that as rhe eavesdropper nroves awayand number of bits increases the outage probability a."."ur"r t *ce giving more probabilty of high secrecycapacityatthe given secrecy rate which ii taken ur o.t. rrc spites in between is due to the random functionintroduced in fadifig.

Analysis for effect of channel metrics on outage probability

As key size increases the outag€ pro,bability dip_s at the earliest compared to lower key sizes,which means thateven at low power levels and s//R sr>.tr/R ,sR we are able tg achieve_transmission rate greater than secrecyrate hence acheiving secrecy with i-arger tey sizes.The p.,;o;;;;'init" ,uting phase tlifference as input forkey at lower transmit powers larouna l5iBrn)and evmRms, gaiu at relatively high transrnit power(around20dBm) is at its best comparatively.

6 Conclusion And Future Work

A key generation scheme was proposed using channel nretrics which was acquired by stimulatirrg Rayleighfading channel and encrypted witr, tne inf:ormation data and transmitted over an fading channel. Theperfotmance evaluation of various keys sizes, channel metrics and d-se were conducted and analysed undervarious global transmit powers.
Higher key sizes resulted in bette^r secrecy capacity compared to low sized keys and also in case of outageprobability it resulted in better performances.It is affirmed that as the distance beiween 

"ur"ra.opp.,. 
ancl sourceinrreases secrccy capacity increases and outage probabilily decrcases.

The performances as various channel metrici ai a key input were evaluated and each proved better. at variouscombination of transmit power levels and d se. The performance whiie taking pnase oirrerence as key input atlower transmit powers (around lSdBrn)and wmRms, c1i1 ut retativeiy trigh transmit power(around 20dBm) washaving better secrecy capacity' In case of outage probubility, pnase ditrerence as key input had less outageprobability at lower power levels (around l5 dB;)while gain, evmRms had berter performance at 20dBm.

Further this work can be improvised by information recounciliation and privacy amplification. Also can beextended by improvising its BER performances over fading channels by ,rro. control coding mechanisms[7].
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